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Editorial

T

he first issue of this newsletter in July 2009
marked the 10th anniversary of the move of the
Craighead Retreat Centre from Bothwell, on the
outskirts of Glasgow, to Glasgow’s city centre. The
biggest challenge in this move was to establish a new
identity with a new name - Ignatian Spirituality Centre and so without the identifying tag of ‘Craighead’. We
have given a flavour of attempts to do this in previous
issues of the newsletter, but in this issue, which marks
the 20th anniversary of the move, we have focussed
more closely on developments and vision. Joan
Kilpatrick, the only thread of continuity since the
relocation to Glasgow, sets the ball rolling with her
impression of the past twenty years (p.2).
At this point in the programme year we welcome
the opportunity to evaluate, review and plan for the
future. These provide us with constructive feedback on
what we offer so that we can make adjustments for
improvement. They also help us to remain as relevant
as possible and to try to meet future needs.
Both the ISC and the Epiphany Group have had
quality opportunities for this kind of reflection over the
whole of the past year: the Epiphany Group after the
unexpected death of Barbara Buda, their coordinator,
and the ISC, as a Jesuit ’work’ engaged in the Province’s
10-year forward planning, within the framework of four
apostolic preferences (p.3). The Epiphany Group
continues to discern its forward journey, and we at the
ISC have been pleasantly surprised by the development
and spread of our work. Through the spontaneous
response of our friends and associates to Ignatian
spirituality, it has been silently and, until now, almost
imperceptibly rippling abroad to diverse groups and
situations.
Those who have passed through our doors,
whether for the training programme, or courses, or
simply to attend events, have been instrumental in
spreading widely the Ignatian influence (pp.3-4), as
have the many who led prayer groups during the Online
Lent Retreats both last year and this year (p.5). Interest

in Ignatian Spirituality has taken GPRL to Geneva (p.6);
and it will begin in Northern Ireland this September.
Again, starting September, we will pilot long-distance
training in Spiritual Conversation, with participants
already signed up from Geneva, Thailand, Jerusalem
and the UK.
All of the above are both welcome and exciting
developments, but the most life-giving event for some
of us was what we called our Vision Afternoon (p.4). We
shared with our associates our review of the past year,
and asked them to share with us their hopes for the
Christian Churches in Scotland, what they thought the
Churches needed, and how they envisaged the ISC
responding to that need. Their response was inspiring,
challenging and affirming (p.4), leaving us with plenty of
food for thought.
In the meantime, our routine work continues: the
courses (pp. 7, 8, 13); the Book Group, about to become
a film club for the next year (p.7); the Men’s Group and
Living Theology (p.12); First Friday Retreat Mornings
(p.11) and our guest speakers (p.9) who help to keep us
grounded in reality, always aware that our one and only
task is that of helping to establish God’s kingdom in the
here and now through the practice and offer of Ignatian
spirituality (p.9). In the midst of the chaos in our
country and in our world, we are sustained in our work
by a belief in its power to spread goodness abroad and
create ecumenical communities - in the broadest sense
- united by spirituality.
To mark Barbara Buda’s contribution to all of the
above, both as an individual and as coordinator of the
Epiphany Group, we draw your attention to the
Memorial celebration of Barbara’s life on August 3rd in
Perth. Details can be found on page 13.
As we continue to experience political turmoil at
national and international levels, let’s take comfort in
the Holy Spirit’s ability to create beauty out of chaos - in
partnership with us! Enjoy the holidays!
- - - Eileen Cassidy, snd
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t’s hard to believe that the ISC has been in Glasgow for twenty
years this summer!

As I reflect back on those years, I’m made aware of the
team members who have come and gone, as well as all those folks
who have passed through our doors, some stopping for a short
time, others for a season, and others who have been with us since
the days in the Craighead Retreat House near Bothwell.
I have managed to work my way through three Directors,
while one still remains: Brian McClorry SJ, Ruth Holgate, Tom
McGuinness SJ, and David Birchall SJ, the present Director. As for
the team, I have met and worked with fourteen incredible people
- and that includes the present team!
It has been amazing to watch the ISC develop since its birth
in 1999 as a non-residential Centre in Glasgow, my home city. Not
being one of the Craighead staff, I find it hard to imagine what it
must have felt like to close Craighead and move lock, stock and
barrel to a new place where the team didn’t live on the premises
but were dotted about the city. But the phrase ‘if you build it they
will come’ comes to mind, when I think of those days and the
subsequent move in 2006 to our current home in Scott Street. We
did try to build, and many of the Craighead faithful came with us
and have journeyed with us, alongside many new people who
have come through our doors. Over the years, our Centre has
been abundantly blessed by God through our many friends.
My reflections remind me that there are no boundaries
when the people of God come together, united in the sole
purpose of bringing others to know Him in ways that are personal
and unique for their time and place. I’m particularly aware of the
first time we offered the Spiritual Accompaniment Course for
Clergy. From my office on the first floor of 7 Woodside Place, and
trying not to make too much noise, I would hear hoots of laughter
coming from the Conference Room. I couldn’t help but smile that
here, in this house, clergy were able to share and support each
other as well as learn or improve their skills for ministry.
So much could be said about the ISC but the one lasting
and sustaining thing I’ve seen is how the team, no matter who
they’ve been, have always had the desire to allow the work to
evolve and meet the needs of people in the present time. They
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have never been reluctant to let go of what doesn’t work or is not in the
ethos of Ignatian Spirituality. And so the work has developed and will
continue to do so. St Ignatius would be proud!
I’m so grateful for the privilege of being a part of this great work
both as the secretary and as a recipient of the training, retreats and day
events. To have met so many people and made such lasting friendships is a
real blessing. So, thank you for the past twenty years, and here’s to the
next twenty!!
-- Joan Kilpatrick

A

s a Jesuit work we at ISC are being asked how
we are fulfilling our mission in Scotland with
regard to the recently published Universal
Apostolic Preferences:

1)

Discernment and the “Spiritual Exercises”:
Show the way to God through the Spiritual
Exercises and discernment

2)

Walking with the Excluded: Walk with the
poor, the outcasts of the world, those whose
dignity has been violated, in a mission of
reconciliation and justice

3)

Caring for our Common Home: Collaborate,
with Gospel depth, for the protection and
renewal of God’s Creation

4)

Journeying with Youth: Accompany young
people in the creation of a hope-filled future

At first sight it might seem that the training of around a
score of enthusiastic spiritual accompaniers every three
years would have little impact on this mission in its
depth and diversity. However, on closer inspection and
with some attention to data gathering, we are

beginning to realise the far reaching effect of what we
are offering through the Centre.
In essence at ISC we give ‘Exercises’. From the
day events and retreats to GPRL, from SC and SA to the
Full Exercises, we are introducing folk to reflective
prayer, to relationship with Jesus and to tools of
discernment, leading to a converted way of life and
action in the world.
Those of us who accompany others see how lives
are changed and how the life choices that people make
are influenced. The people who complete the training
in Spiritual Conversation and Accompaniment are
teachers and social workers, ministers of religion and
those working with charities, doctors and palliative care
staff, church council members, youth workers,
counsellors and prison chaplains, people working with
refugees, the homeless and disadvantaged …… Often
they are passing on ways of praying and discerning long
before they finish the course. Ways of listening at
depth, listening for God or life or energy in a
conversation are incorporated into their way of being
with the people they work with wherever that might
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be. Prisoners are asking for Lent retreat books; children
with special needs do the examen together, and
classroom assistants latch on to its value and make it a
personal practice; many people are introduced to
reflective prayer - not a few through the Lent Online
Retreat - and through this they come to a real sense of
their relationship with God and the wonder and
benefits that derive from that. They in turn are passing
on their new found knowledge…….This we have started
to call the RIPPLE EFFECT…Exercises rippling out to the
people of Scotland.
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Here at the Centre we find ourselves a homebase, a hub providing ongoing training and support,
supervision and practical assistance for those widening
circles of people who, influenced by their own
engagement with the Exercises, are now themselves
giving ‘exercises’ across Scotland.
It’s a joy to us that we are all moving forward
together in mission in Scotland and we thank each and
every one of you for your part in this great venture and
look forward to the opportunities that next year brings.
- - Alison Moody

groups, including a meaningful language;
that the Churches will be bridge-builders
in society, vehicles of reconciliation.

F

or several years, we at the ISC have gathered with friends and
acquaintances at the end of the programme year for a bit of
fun and a strawberry tea towards the support of our bursary
fund. This year we invited our Associates and the Lent retreat group
leaders to engage with us in a vision afternoon!
With the Universal Apostolic Preferences as the framework for
the afternoon (see p.3), David Birchall, our Director, presented a
review of the past year and thanked those who had contributed to
it both formally and informally. Without these associates the spread
of Ignatian spirituality in Scotland would be severely limited. Then,
with the overarching question, How is God stretching us?, the forty
or so people who had gathered split into small groups to address
the following questions:
1) What is your hope for the Christian Churches in Scotland?
2) What do the Churches need?
3) How can the ISC respond?
For the next half hour or so there was a very engaged and lively
buzz in the conference room, and at the end of the allotted time the
fruits of that buzz were shared with the whole group.
Among the hopes for the churches in Scotland were the
following: stronger ecumenical relations at all levels, including
interfaith relations, for the good of the people of Scotland as a
whole; a willingness to ’let go’ of all that prevents a meaningful
encounter with young people and marginalised sectors of society in
particular; creative and imaginative ways of engaging with these

The group felt that the Churches need
a willingness to be contemporary in
language and approach, and to discern
with others for the benefit of people
rather than for their respective traditions.
They need training towards the above,
and a desire to identify, equip, support
and collaborate with lay leadership as
they move forward together in their
mission to Scotland.
Finally, they felt that the role of the ISC
was most definitely in the area of training
people in Ignatian spirituality: providing
the events, training courses and ongoing
formation programmes that equip and
support the many who take Ignatian
spirituality to a diversity of people and
situations. They encouraged
greater
collaboration, as much outreach as
commitments allow, and short courses/
events that address specific needs. They
recommended events for younger people,
such as a Scottish Camino; events for
Catholic Teachers, such as training in
discernment and in teaching children to
pray; events for families; and ministering
to clergy. They made practical suggestions
about promoting and advertising.
This was an afternoon well spent. The
response of many was a sense of
ownership, and the feeling of the team
was that we are blessed to have such
dedicated associates!
- - Eileen Cassidy
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n the June 2018 newsletter we
highlighted the first Online Lent
Retreat that we offered from
the ISC. The article identified 719
registered participants. 76% were
women; 78% were from Scotland;
13% from the rest of the UK; and
the remainder from throughout
the world. Most of the participants
in Scotland met weekly in groups
throughout the country to share
their experience of the week’s
prayer and to be introduced to
another method of prayer. The
group leaders were people who
had successfully completed the
training programmes either at the
ISC or with the Epiphany Group.

hope is that we will be able to
reach more people each year so
that Ignatian spirituality takes root
throughout Scotland, thanks to the
gracious generosity of our group
leaders; and this hope is far from
Utopian. As a result of the retreat
this year some of the new guides
have
registered
for
ISC
programmes to better equip
themselves for future participation.
One of these, Cristina Kirkwood,
has written below about her
experience of the retreat as a
participant in 2018 and a guide in
2019.

This year we collaborated
with Jesuit Ministries in London
(www.pathwaystogod.org) so that
the retreat was much more widely
available. Thanks to a generous
donation from a 2018 participant
in Scotland, who suggested that
the retreat would reach more
people if it were in print, the ISC
initially produced 1,000 books,
followed by a further 1,500, in
response to popular demand. We
know that the retreat was followed
by people who met weekly in
groups, by school staffs, in
parishes, in prisons, and by
individuals who followed it on their
own. This year we trained more
group leaders, many of whom had
been participants in 2018. Some of
these worked alongside a trained
guide to learn the ropes, so to
speak, while others did their best
in the situation.

he Lent Retreat has been a
gift for me and totally lifegiving.

Feedback from guides and
participants across the country has
been encouraging, with words like
‘life-changing’ used to describe the
experience of the retreat. Our

- - Eileen Cassidy

T

When I first participated in
2018, I enjoyed exploring the
materials that were provided by
the ISC, and learning new ways to
pray. Each week was as exciting as
the previous one because of what I
was learning. It was a wonderful
adventure, as I felt myself enjoying
a much closer relationship with
God. It helped me to create a
special quiet place at home for
prayer, a place that became my
sacred space for the duration of
Lent. I spent between 15 and 30
minutes there each day in prayer,
and I discovered the value of
keeping a journal - of noting things
that spoke to my heart. The notes
also helped me to prepare what I
would share at the weekly group
meetings. The sharing in the group
was very real and touched me
deeply.
I was disappointed when the
retreat ended, but was lucky when
the group decided to continue to
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meet each week as a prayer group.
This has been and continues to be
enriching.
I was delighted when it was
announced that there would be
another Lent Retreat in 2019 and
even more so when I was invited to
become a group leader! It became
clear that I had to say, ’Yes’ to this
invitation, but not without prayer
and discernment.
Each week I would guide the
group as I had been guided the
previous year. Each week as we
looked at a method of prayer or
other material it became clear that
the members of the group were
totally engaged, as I had been the
previous year. And now I could see
for myself the effect of the evening
on each member of the group.
There was a real sense of peace. I
could feel God’s presence in the
room. We had a welcoming safe
space. Everyone could open up
about their experience of prayer,
sharing their thoughts, feelings and
insights.
I’m grateful to the ISC for
both of these experiences, and I‘m
already looking forward to the
2020 Retreat, and to the ISC’s GPRL
course where I hope to explore
Ignatian Spirituality more deeply.
- - - Cristina Kirkwood
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In the last newsletter Catriona Fletcher wrote a short piece about the ISC taking two people in Geneva, Petra and Steven,
through the 19th Annotation retreat by Skype. From this there has been a remarkable development! The ISC’s GPRL course is
now being followed by a group of around 25 people in Geneva. Read more from the coordinator and from a participant.

T

he ISC was approached in
early 2019 with a request to
pilot the Growth in Prayer
and Reflective living (GPRL) course
in Geneva, Switzerland. This pilot
would run for six months and
comprise the first part of the GPRL
course. The course began in early
February at the English Catholic
Church (John XXIII) with twentyeight people participants. This
number exceeded expectations,
with the result that the ISC provided
more support than was initially
intended. The course ended in June
with a retreat day and twenty-five
people completed the first module.
Feedback was encouraging and
moving: God was and continues to
be very present both on a personal
level and also in the group. Some of
the participants are continuing to
meet together during the summer
break for prayer and sharing.
Given the encouraging feedback,

Module 2 of the GPRL course will
begin later this year in September.
Twenty-three of the twenty-five
possible participants have already
registered.
The local Geneva team, including
and supported by a Scottish priest,
are looking to extend locally their
outreach in 2020.
A big thank you to the ISC for
saying ‘ Yes’ to this pilot and also to
the ISC team for extensive support,
both physically here in Geneva, and
by carrying us in prayer.
- - - Petra Lindner (Coordinator)

C

oming to the GPRL course
each Monday was like an
oasis in my busy life. It was a
time to meet with God with other
pilgrims who were seeking His still
small voice. I was amazed that so
many people came and remained as
weeks went by - an affirmation that
God was at work in all of us.

The topics that we covered
were so relevant – from reading our
emotions to noticing what kind of
chair we would use to represent
God and ourselves. The topics
brought seemingly simple choices
to a higher level of reflection.
Each session was a challenge to
respond to the call of God - not just
to react; and each meeting with
Him, whether in song, reflection,
prayer in chapel or the intimacy of a
journal, was a part of the answer to
His invitation to come closer to HIm,
because He loves us, has created us
in His image, has beautiful plans for
us and defines us.
When Module 1 came to an end,
it was bittersweet: it was hard to
say goodbye to the group, but there
is hope because Module 2 will begin
in September, and this is just
around the corner.
- - P. A. Escalante
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PRL 2018/19 was a wellhoned, rich and varied course
that was followed by fifteen
people from different religious
traditions and none. What linked us
was a desire for a deeper relationship
with God in prayer. We learned a lot
from one another and heard God
through one another. In a relaxed and
nurturing atmosphere, we grew in
willingness to share with one another
our weekly experiences of prayer and
how we were touched by the home
reading materials. The team led with
passion and sensitivity, modelling
God's inclusivity and loving care. They
struck a good balance between light
heartedness and seriousness.
Each evening began with a
period of 'stilling', which was new to
some of us. It was followed by a
balanced schedule of input, individual
prayer time and group sharing. As we

T

shared, we learned to listen to each
other attentively and to respect the
diversity of viewpoints. The evening
ended with an opportunity to journal
thoughts or observations from the
session. These were food for further
reflection.
The course helped to embed
prayer and reflection into the
everyday and we began to see our
secular and spiritual lives becoming
one, as we learned to recognise “God
in all things”. Towards this, we were
encouraged to keep a daily journal,
and this was became a valuable tool
throughout the year as we recognised
and recorded those moments when
we met God in life, prayer, silence,
and reflection, as well as in our
emotions.
Besides meeting weekly on
Tuesday evenings, we met on five full
Saturdays. These allowed more time

his year some of the 2012/13 GPRL group,
who still meet monthly, decided to read The
Divine Dance by Richard Rohr. Early in the
book, Rohr describes his reaction to a theology
book on the Trinity that he had read as follows: ‘As
I read, while catching only glimpses of
understanding, I still kept saying ‘Yes, yes’ to new
words and only slightly captured ideas.’ This
mirrors our group’s response to The Divine Dance!
The book is about the Trinity, about the flow
of relationships within the Trinity, between the
Trinity and ourselves and the whole of creation,
among ourselves as human beings who mirror the
Trinity, and between us and creation. It’s an
experiential book, exciting and extremely thought
provoking, honest, prayerful and full of mystery.
Little wonder that we grappled to find words to
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for
sharing
and
prayer,
and
for
enjoying
one
another’s company
over a meal. We were
able to engage in a
more leisurely way
with such topics as
God's dream for
creation,
God’s
presence in history,
and the life of Jesus, and to use a
variety of media, such as film, images
art and poetry, to pursue these. All
material was rich and relevant, and
introduced us to a variety of authors
with their distinctive viewpoints and
ideas.
As the weeks progressed, our
relationship with God deepened, and
our self-awareness increased. The
experiential nature of the course was
conducive to spiritual growth, and
enabled each individual to pursue
what was fruitful.
Overall, GPRL was a blessing
and a time of significant growth for us
all. Whilst being aware that we are
'works in progress', we felt that the
foundation of our spiritual life was
strengthened as we adopted practices
that will help sustain that growth.
- - - Diane Bolland, Annette
Carachi, Veronica Watters

express what we sensed, and yet we weren’t lost
for words! We found reassurance in the book’s
emphasis on Divine Love, and we found challenge
in the implications of its content for our lives. As
Rohr says, quoting the book that inspired him, ‘The
very nature of God is to seek out the deepest
possible communion and friendship with every last
creature on this earth.’ He then expresses what
would happen in our lives if we really accepted
that: ‘Suddenly, this is a very safe universe. You
have nothing to be afraid of. God is for you. God is
leaping towards you! God is on your side, honestly
more than you are on your own.’
That is the challenge and the reassurance of
this amazing book.
- - -Margaret Mary Morran
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I

n September 2018 twenty-one
individuals gathered at the ISC for a
course in Spiritual Accompaniment,
somewhat apprehensive about the
challenges and opportunities that this
would present, given our diverse faith
traditions, personalities, and stages in
the spiritual journey. Having already
completed the Spiritual Conversation
course, we knew a little of what to
expect in terms of an experiential
approach.
At the outset, it became clear that
the primary role of an accompanier is
to listen to people with attention and
reverence, and to respond to what we
hear with a focus on what gives life.
And so, using taught listening skills, we
listened to one another and received
feedback; we listened to volunteers at
home; we shared with others so that
they could listen; and, through the
structure of each session, we listened
to God speaking to us in our feelings,
prayer, conversations and daily life
experiences. To quote one participant:
“I feel that the course has given me a
whole new perspective on listening:
listening to God, listening to those I
come in contact with on a daily basis
and listening to myself. It has been a
wonderful gift.” (Jackie)
The experience of listening and
sharing shifted some preconceptions
about the course: “Rather than
producing the expected outcome of a
‘Spiritual Director’, the course has
challenged my assumptions and
propelled me into a deeper awareness
of God’s love” (Sheena). We were
learning to recognise how God was
moving in our lives and in the lives of
others . . . we were becoming aware of
the movements of spirits. This was at
times bracing, thrilling and surprising.
But there were challenges. No one
can follow a course like this without

being aware their vulnerabilities,
like that of sharing deeply and of
being observed. Yet these same
vulnerabilities
became
the
building blocks of the course. They
kept us dependent on and open to
God, so that through them we
were able to learn and to grow in
freedom and trust.
As trust deepened, we were
more able to recognise God’s
unique way of dealing with each
individual, ourselves included: “An
amazing, challenging, grace-filled .
. . . year. I was skilfully and gently
taught the practical tools I needed,
whilst also being given the
nurturing space to grow into me,
as accompanier, as myself, as a
child of God” (Helen); and we were
becoming more comfortable in our
own skins as accompaniers: “The
course has shown me how to be
myself as an accompanier .
(Laurene).
The course is definitely an
invitation to launch out into the
deep - “This course stretched me

and took me out of my comfort
zone . . . so that I could taste what
God can do in and with me and in
and with others when I let Him
lead” (Blanca); and for some there
was a sense of God’s providence in
leading them to the course: “My
time on this course always felt like
an appointment I was meant to
keep.” (Lynn)
In the final module, and with
some surprise, we became aware
of the many ways in which this
ministry can be exercised, and so
we began to consider how God
may be calling us as individuals. As
we did this it became clear that
the end of this journey was but
the beginning of another. We
celebrated this transition point on
the Feast of Pentecost with a
simple prayer ritual, together with
a celebration meal, conscious of
the Spirit going with us as we
journeyed forth.
If anyone is tempted even
to consider the ISC’s training
course, be encouraged by the
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following words: "I found this course extremely worthwhile for
learning about and experiencing the art of spiritual
accompaniment. Whilst it was a challenging course at times,
there was a real balance of the different types of learning:
session-based work; home-reading; different kinds of
assignments and plenty of practice. It is an excellent course for
anyone contemplating this ministry" (John).
- - Mary O’Duffin
(On behalf of the SA Group)

one another. With reference to the
same document, she highlighted
that to live by the Gospel is to be
involved in the world, building
bridges, touching the lives of the
suffering, as Christ did, and
energised for this by the memory
of Christ’s touch on our lives. To
become so engaged is to realise the
mission that each of us is: to be
light and blessing in the world; to
be a healing, enlivening and freeing
presence; to become the fullness of
who we already are.

O

n June 1st Sister Gemma
Simmonds invited us to a
thought-provoking day on
what it means to grow in faith. From
the outset it was clear that this was
not going to be an abstract
theological journey, but rather a
Gospel-engagement with the world
in which we live.
Referring to Evangelii Gaudium,
Gemma noted the fractured nature
of our world, torn apart by wars and
violence, wounded by individualism
which sets human beings against

Gemma shared with us the
Credo of Sister Marie Eugenie,
foundress of the Assumption
Sisters. This ‘credo’ expresses our
faith as concrete action which
incarnates the Gospel, thus making
real God’s kingdom in ourselves
and in our world. The challenge is
to do this at whatever the cost! At
Gemma’s invitation, we set about
writing our own ‘credos’ and later
shared these in small groups.
Towards the end of the day,
Gemma reminded us that whatever
we do to realise our mission is done
within a circle of love, beautifully
represented in Andrei Rublev’s icon

of the Trinity. Rublev invites us into
that circle by the simple addition of
a mirror to the front of the table
round which we are invited to sit
with the Trinity. I found this both
interesting and helpful.
This was an encouraging day
and gently challenging. Kingdombuilding is a grand venture, but is
made possible by many small
gestures, as William Wilberforce so
perfectly expresses in this poem:
Things great have small beginnings.
Every downpour is just a raindrop,
Every fire is just a spark, every
harvest is just a seed
Every journey is just a step because
without that step there will be no
journey
Without that raindrop there can be
no shower.
Without the seed there can be no
harvest.
Thank you, Gemma, for your lively,
reflective, thought-provoking and
challenging day. I feel nourished
and encouraged in my faith
journey.
- - Margaret Blair
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ight from the start, Gemma
caught my curiosity as,
waiting to begin the day,
she sat quietly getting on with her
knitting! I smiled, intrigued!
Having been introduced, and
putting her knitting aside, Gemma
began by questioning the very
notion of growth in faith, as if we
might tick off the stages in our
progress, step by step.
Her personal style continued
to engage me as she told of a
dream in which she had been
asked to be responsible for the
formation of novices. This meant
that she had to become a leader on
the path to holiness. In her dream,
she was panicking because she
didn’t know how. Working her way
up the hierarchy of leadership, she
asked one sister after another for
the key. Not one had an answer.
What seemed to be true, she
suggested, was that, like St Francis,
the one on the path to holiness
experiences a deeper awareness of
their distance from God, though
others may perceive the opposite.
This introduction by Gemma
set a foundation for the day. We
were being invited to join with her
in exploring and learning together
by reflection and sharing about the
reality of our own lives in faith, and
in the process we were growing as
a community of faith enquiry with
Gemma and with each other. This
became evident quickly, as Gemma
invited us to share with our
neighbour responses to what had
been opened up. The group came
alive with the energetic buzz of
reactive conversation.
A mark of Gemma’s gift for
facilitating this process was her
very full response to questions and
challenges. Again and again, by
valuing contributions from the
group, she drew out new learning. .
What affected me most, even
more than the content, was how I
found this process of the day. With
her personal stories and her
invitation to relationship, Gemma

seemed to engage first and
foremost from her heart, at the
same time as delivering substantial,
personally
owned
theological
input.
Perhaps the main strand of
that was a theology of sacrament
and incarnation: of the immanence
of God waiting to be found in
everything and everyone. Gemma
brought this understanding alive
with accounts of her own faith
deepening through meetings with
all sorts of people; through regular
use of the Ignatian Examen
(contrasted with examination of
conscience); through reflection on
the impact on herself of very
serious illness and repeated
surgery in her thirties; through the
teaching of Pope Francis about our
place in the environment; through
the scientific theology of Teillhard
de Chardin, with his vision of our
evolutionary destination being a
universe powered totally by the
energy of love; and through the
beautiful, faith-filled images of the
priest painter Sieger Koder. I was
particularly touched by Gemma’s
reference to Julian of Norwich
saying that God “hangeth about
us”.
Towards the end of the day
Gemma invitated us to consider
the surprisingly modern Credo of
Sr. Marie Eugenie, foundress of the
Assumption Sisters, written in the
early 1840s. We were to use it as a
stimulus to write our own Credo.
That certainly seemed to me to be
something to take away for further
consideration.
All of us, I think, finished the
day feeling nourished and more
alive in our faith. Gemma had
shown a great gift for connecting
with each of us through her unique
personality and life story, offering
homely ordinariness, empathy,
humour, theological knowledge
and wisdom.
And we had
responded by helping to create a
community growing in faith,
understanding and love.
- - Bernie Morran
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The “Credo” of St. Marie
Eugenie (From a letter to Fr. Lacordaire,
undated but between 1841 and 1844)

I believe that we are placed in this
universe to work for the coming of
the Kingdom of God in ourselves
and in others.
I believe that Jesus Christ has saved
us to make us free to work
according to His Word.
It pains me to hear this earth called
a land of exile. I consider it a place
of glory for God.
I believe that each of us has a
mission on earth. It is simply a
question of seeking how God can
use us to make His Gospel known
and lived.
I believe that we must do it
courageously and by means of
faith… the poor means of Jesus
Christ, surrendering the success of
it to Him.
I believe in a truly Christian society
where God, though invisible, reigns
everywhere and is preferred to
everything.
To make known Jesus Christ, the
liberator and King of the world, to
teach that everything belongs to
Him, that He wants to form in each
of us the great work of the kingdom
of God and wishes each of us to
enter into His plan: either to pray or
to suffer or to act.
I must confess to you that this is for
me the beginning and end of all
Christian education.
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O

n the first Friday of each month
we have a retreat morning at
the ISC Glasgow. We share a
spacious three hours with prayer inputs
and times of silence, sharing and
optional creativity. When I was asked to
offer some words about these mornings
I felt that the best way to portray them
was to request some comments from a
few of the wonderful people who come.
“For me the First Fridays offer a sacred space where
there is time to listen, reflect, share and spend some
quiet time with God. No matter how I feel when I
arrive I always go away at the end of the morning
feeling uplifted and positive. The First Friday was my
introduction to the ISC almost nine years ago and I
never cease to be grateful for what it offers.”
“First Friday is a place of refuge from the ‘storms of
life’. It is an honour to share with others, at a deep
level, our experiences of life with God. It is a place
where one encounters and rediscovers different
ways of praying.”
“What I like about First Friday is that you are given
something to pray with, but it's up to you what you
find. No one tells you what to think. And you have
the choice whether to share what you find or not:
there is no pressure. I am often moved by the depth
and wisdom of what people have found and offer to
the group. I also like the stilling time, which I think is
very important. It doesn't matter if you've had a
bad week, or a difficult time getting to Scott Street;
the stilling time brings you to peace which is
necessary not only for people as individuals, but it
sets the right atmosphere for the morning. The
material we're given is always relevant and well
chosen, and it's good to have different ways of
praying. First Friday has opened up Celtic and
Ignatian spirituality for me, which have enriched my
Christian faith so that it is more meaningful and
woven into everyday life.”
“Thought and care goes into choosing the scripture
passages, music, poetry, prayers, art work and
visual images for each morning. The centrepieces
with candles provide a beautiful focus when we sit
together in a circle. Members of the group may
share something from our prayer experience if we
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so wish. The process of listening and
being listened to is always a great
privilege. If people feel like being
creative,
art
materials
are
provided. The leaflets that we use
during the morning can be taken
home and enable our prayer to
continue in the days and weeks
ahead.”
“I’m very grateful for the opportunity
to come along to these mornings – it’s a lovely way
to set aside time for God that just wouldn’t be
possible at home as too many distractions get in the
way! Over the years, I’ve come to realise that if we
set aside time and space for God, he always honours
it, and meets us there. I’ve also been very blessed by
hearing how he speaks to other members of the
group, and have often received further
understanding about things I’ve been struggling
with, through listening to other folk sharing.”
“There is a lot of empathy in the group with open
and honest sharing and it is a privilege to be there.”
My thanks go to all those who come along whether you
have been occasionally or often over the years. There is
always a welcome for anyone who feels like joining us,
no need to book, just come along at 10am on the First
Friday of each month, September to June.
- - Jane MacKichan

For those of you who are unable to make a First Friday
morning we are now offering ‘Bespoke’ retreats. Be in
touch and let me know what kind of retreat time you
are looking for and we’ll see if we can arrange it and
find a date that fits.
Allow yourself time to listen to the silence and let it
lead you more deeply into the loving heart of God.
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T

he annual Living Theology weekend for 2019 took place at the ISC
from 24th - 26th May. The event was well attended with an interested
and enthusiastic group coming together to participate in “serious yet
lively study” of topics on church teaching and scripture.
Participants followed a core course plus two of three options. This
year Dr. Anne Faulkner delivered the core course which was on “The
Letters of St Paul”. She provided an overview of Paul’s teachings, focussing
on the early development of the church and the Eucharist, and on Paul’s

I

came across the men’s group at the ISC Glasgow
shortly after moving here from North Wales where I
had intermittently attended a prayer group at St
Buenos run along Ignatian spirituality lines. This has been
a very different experience!
In some ways it may seem odd to collect just men
together as if there’s a need for a church equivalent of an
exclusive old fashioned golf club or a “man’s shed” to
complain safely about the outer world. There’s such a lot
going on about gender in our modern world. In reality my
experience has been that the group is open to the ways
in which gender colours our views of a whole range of
issues that seem spiritually and socially significant.
The group meets monthly, on the first Monday:
new attenders welcome anytime. It is ecumenical and

understanding of Jesus. Her
passion for her subject shone
through and she succeeded in her
stated aim of reinvigorating her
audience to a greater enthusiasm
for Paul. For the options, Helen
Costigan HFCJ, Kensey Joseph SJ
and James Crampsey SJ facilitated
group discussions on the topics of
“The Laity: Their Rights in the
Church”, Christ in the Cinema” and
“The Sermon on the Mount”
respectively. These provoked lively
debate within the groups and
interlinked neatly with the themes
of the core subject.
The course was enjoyable,
stimulating and well-received; we
look forward to next year!
- - - Mary Callaghan

that feels important. We have had a fairly
standard recipe for the meetings, starting
with a mix of social connection and catch up
over tea, coffee or something stronger,
usually followed by a themed discussion and
prayerful reflection on something that seems
important. That sounds vague, but we have a
sort of annual plan – is that a man thing?
Sometimes the theme is clearly religious and
linked to the liturgical year, sometimes it has
been about the playfully serious business of
creating things (bread making, sharing a
meal) or self-expression (poetry) or self-care
and well-being or parenting or exploring
themes like the social experience of power
or plunging into theological matters.
Come and see!
-David Crossley

Men’s Group
First Monday of the month: 7:30 pm
Except July and August
Share food . . share experiences . . share
thoughts on a whole range of issues that
seem spiritually and socially significant!
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T

he Epiphany Group will be holding a memorial for Barbara
Buda on 3rd August at St Mary’s Monastery, Kinnoull, Perth.
You are invited to arrive from 11am, when there will be tea
and coffee available. We will then have a service of remembrance
and thanksgiving, starting at 12 noon, followed by lunch. Please let
us know if you are planning to attend, by contacting
ignatius.epiphany1@gmail.com

S

ince late September 2018. fourteen of us
made weekly journeys, by bicycle, car, or
train, to meet, learn and share about
Spiritual Direction, sometimes hosted by one of the
group in her own home, and at other times in St
John’s Scottish Episcopal Church in Perth.
Each left cares and responsibilities behind in
that liminal space of the journey, so as to be as fully
present as we dared. Each brought and took away
something precious as we learned to listen a little
more fully, and speak a little more openly of the
ways in which God makes Godself known to us,
showing us how wide ranging are God’s concerns,
and how our variety is embraced and held in grace.
We came to know one another to a greater or
lesser extent in smaller combinations of two, three
and four within the wider kindness of the whole
group, orchestrated thoughtfully and quietly by
our tutors, Di Hollow, Cath McManus and Judith
Irving.
We are richer for our time together,
stretched inwardly by stillings and supervision, and
outwardly by practice, listening, reading and
synthesising, shaping and being shaped, and
sometimes reflecting this in art or poetry
- - -Claire Wilson

The Charism of Spiritual Direction
Hold Whole Holy Hold
There is a shape to me,
one I don't always recognise
until it is reflected back
in the eyes, words, touch
of those who mould me
by their trust, their confiding,
their approach, and sometimes
avoidance for a time
when I, or something else has overwhelmed.
But I, and they, are held in a larger palm clay inspired, ordered, turned
by the Master Potter
who collects the wasted bits
and brings them back into the whole,
breathes on
and in
to create a vessel
capable of holding safe
and bringing home
every treasure.
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These workshops are organised by Reflective Spaces www.reflectivespaces.org.uk
Reflective Spaces facilitates spiritual reflection in life and work and is rooted in a broad, contemplative
Christian tradition; those from other spiritual traditions are very welcome at these events.

SOUL CARE WORKSHOPS 2019-20
Four individual workshops for those who tend their own soul,
or who help to care for others’ spiritual wellbeing
Saturday Afternoons 1.30pm - 4pm at St Columba’s by the Castle, Central Edinburgh
28 September 2019: The Masculine Soul
Can masculinity be both wild and sacred? In a postWeinstein, ‘me too’ world, can poet Mary Oliver’s soulful
exhortation to “let the soft animal of your body love
what it loves” truly apply to men? Nick Thorpe believes
so. Here he offers an interactive workshop that seeks to
go beyond the often-binary media narrative in search of
the distinctive gifts and spiritual needs of men, and to
explore how men and women might experience 'the
masculine soul'. This event is open to all, and all genders
are warmly welcome.
With Nick Thorpe, an award-winning writer, coach and
speaker on subjects ranging from risk-taking to male
rites of passage. www.nickthorpe.co.uk

Ignatian Spiritual Exercises, this event will include input,
guided reflection and interactive ‘stations’ to open up an
overview of the Exercises’ scripture-based themes. It is
for those who are simply curious, those who would like
to revisit their experience of making the Exercises, and
those who offer them to others and would like to
practice some visual and creative ways into the material.
Open to all, with a maximum of 18 participants - book
early! Elizabeth White works with individuals and groups
in Edinburgh and online. For several years she was
involved in training others in Spiritual Conversation/
Direction, and based her supervisory diploma project
around the use of creative methods to teach the Ignatian
guidelines. www.reflectivespaces.org.uk

25 April 2020: Exploring Spiritual Abuse

23 November 2019: Right Use of Power
When power is often misused to manipulate and control,
how can we develop heart-filled, power-positive skills to
bring restoration, goodness and change? We will use
Webinar material from Psychotherapist Dr Cedar
Barstow, to explore our personal and positional
relationship to power; how our own experience as client,
learner or directee can help build sensitivity and
awareness to the use of power and influence in the roles
we have for others. For all who offer soul care e.g. faith
leaders, spiritual teachers, pastoral care. Suitable as CPD.
With Elizabeth White, a spiritual director and pastoral
supervisor who also coordinates a project exploring a
national accreditation pathway
for
directors.
www.reflectivespaces.org.uk/consultation

1 Feb 2020: The Dynamic Ignatian Exercises
Designed as an introduction to the dynamic of the

What is spiritual abuse? What are the key characteristics
that lie behind this difficult label? And what impact does
the experience of spiritual abuse have on people’s lives?
Through input from current research, small group
discussion and plenary, this workshop will help ‘soul care
practioners’ to consider the definitions and implications
of these questions for their work. Brief pointers may be
given for accompanying those who have experienced
abuse, but the main emphasis will be on what we need
to be aware of as we hold safe, sacred space for others.
This event is open to faith leaders, spiritual directors,
therapists etc, particularly those working in 1:1 or small
group settings. Suitable as CPD. With Anne Solomon, an
experienced spiritual director and supervisor working in
Cheltenham. Also a Chartered Psychologist, she works
and writes within the fruitful dialogue between
spirituality and psychology. www.spiritual-life.co.uk

Booking:
Each session is £25 including tea, coffee, cake and fruit
For further details and online booking see: www.reflectivespaces.org.uk/soul-care-workshops
Or email elizabeth@reflectivespaces.org.uk
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Each Tues
1st Mon of Month
3rd Mon of Month
1st & 3rd Sundays
1st Thurs of Month
1st Fri of Month
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1:00 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
6:30 pm
2:00 pm
10:00 am

Eat, Pray, Breathe
Men’s Group
Taizé Evening
Younger Adults
Book Club
Retreat Morning

Sept 7

10:30 - 2:30

A day of ‘taster’ workshops

Nov 10
Mar 15
May 10

(Sundays, 2:30 - 5:00)
Prayer in the Jewish Tradition
Prayer in the Sikh Tradition
Prayer in the Islamic Tradition

(10:30 - 2:30 )

Sept 14
Nov 30
Mar 7
May 30

(10:30 - 4:30 )
Poetry and Deep Writing
The Bread of Life
Thoughts for Lent
For the Beauty of the Earth

Rabbi Moshe Rubin
Ravinder Nijjar
Sohaib Saeed
Kenneth Stevens
Steve Innes & Pete Smith
Tom McGuinness & Magdalen Lawler
Laudato Si’ Community

Spiritual Exercises in the 21st Century
Nov 23
Spiritual Exercises in the 21st Century

Ruth Holgate, Julia MacDonald

The Spiritual Guide and Relationships
April 4
The Spiritual Guide and Relationships

David Birchall and Alison Moody

2019
Aug 30
Oct 13-17
2020
March/April
Apr 20-27
Jun 26-Jul 30
Jun 27-Jul 6
Jun 27-Jul 4
Jun 27-Jul 1
Jul 1-6
Jul 27-Aug 3

6-Day IGR
4-Day IGR

Minsteracres
Whitchester

Lent Online Retreat
6-Day IGR
30-Day retreat
8-Day IGR
6-Day IGR
3-Day IGR
4-Day IGR
Ignatian Pilgrimage

(www.lentretreat.uk)
Iona (Currently Full
Loyola (Spain)
Drumalis, Larne
Drumalis, Larne
Drumalis, Larne
Drumalis, Larne
Spain

Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living
Tuesdays, 6:45 - 9:15 pm
Sept 17 - May 12, with Christmas / Easter breaks) plus
5 full Sats
Oct 5; Dec 14; Jan 11; Mar 28; May 9
Training in Spiritual Accompaniment
Monthly, Sat (10:00 - 16:00) and Sun (2:00 - 6:00), Starts Sept 28
This course will also be available by distance learning as a pilot scheme.
For further information please contact Alison.Moody@iscglasgow.co.uk
Adult Faith Formation, Module 2: Learning from the Early Church
Six Wed evenings, 7:00 - 9:00 pm, Starting Oct 23
Further Details for all of the above are available on the ISC Website
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NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTION:
This newsletter is published three times a year, and is available on the ISC website: www.iscglasgow.co.uk.
If you wish to subscribe to the e-mail edition which is free, please send your full name and e-mail address,
with the subject Newsletter, to admin@iscglasgow.co.uk.
If you prefer to receive the newsletter by regular mail, please send your full name and postal address to: The
Administrative Secretary, Ignatian Spirituality Centre, 35 Scott Street, Glasgow, G3 6PE. A donation towards
printing and postage would be appreciated. It now costs £3 to print and mail the newsletter.

IGNATIAN GROUPS and ROLES in SCOTLAND
Ignatian Spirituality Promoter
Epiphany Group
Ignatian Spirituality Centre
Lauriston Jesuit Centre

Gerald McLoughlin SJ, 28 Lauriston St, Edinburgh, EH3 9DJ Tel: 0131-477-5782 E-mail: gero@talk21.com
E-mail: ignatius.epiphany1@gmail.com
Web: www.epiphanygroup.org.uk
35 Scott Street, Glasgow, G3 6PE Tel: 0141-354-0077 E-mail: admin@iscglasgow.co.uk Web: www.iscglasgow.co.uk
28 Lauriston St, Edinburgh, EH3 9DJ Tel: 0131-477-5795 Web: www.lauriston.org

